Stop and Reverse Leachate Scale

- Prevents leachate scale from forming
- Gradually removes existing scale deposits
- Restores and maintains design rate of flow
- Eliminates or significantly lowers cleaning cost

Most Popular Landfill Applications

- Forced Main Scale Control
- Gravity Main Scale Control
- Gas Well Pneumatic Pump Protectors
- Side Slope Riser Scale Control
- Wastewater Treatment Plant Scale Control

How Much Does Scale Removal Cost You???

FlowMark Technology Overview

The FlowMark System is an electronic, non-invasive device designed to control and remove mineral scale deposits in your Leachate Collection System.

With more than 100 systems in service on Landfill applications we have the expertise to solve your scaling problems. We often design custom systems for unique applications including submersible and underground treatment.

FlowMark systems are proudly designed and built in the USA and our technical knowledge is unsurpassed in the industry.

FlowMark systems are priced to provide a rapid return on investment and backed by a 3 Year Manufacturers Warranty. Trust FlowMark to solve your scaling issues.

- No Pipes to Cut - Non-Invasive Installation
- 120 or 240 VAC. 12 VDC Solar Available
- Works on Dual Wall HDPE Piping.
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